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DAvm G. HARKRIDER2 AND DoN L. ANDERSON 
Seismological Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena 
The total energy contained in a surface wave can be computed from its propagation-cor-
rected spectrum by integrating over the surface of the earth and over the depth of the wave 
guide. The former requires knowledge of the radiation pattern of the source. The latter re-
quires only a knowledge of the variation of physical properties with depth. In this paper 
the depth integration is performed for a continental and an oceanic earth model for three 
Rayleigh modes and four Love modes. The results are presented in tables and graphs in such 
a way that it is convenient to convert an observed surface wave displacement or displace-
ment spectrum to total energy density. If the surface radiation pattern is known, the surface 
integration then yields the total energy in the observed spectrum. The partioning of energy 
between surface wave modes is computed for several simple sources at the surface and at 
depth, making it possible to estimate the energy contained in frequency bands or modes 
which are inaccessible for direct analysis. The increasing importance of the higher modes in 
the total energy budget at short periods and for channel depth sources is demonstrated. The 
shapes of the spectrums are diagnostic of source orientation and depth. 
INTRODUCTION 
Energy is an important concept in both theo-
retical and experimental seismology. It is in-
volved in the derivation of the wave equation 
and in the variational methods of theoretical 
analysis. It has recently found application in 
the universal dispersion theory [Anderson, 
1964], the earth anelasticity theory [Anderson 
and Archambeau, 1964], the inversion theory 
[Archambeau and Anderson, 1963], and the 
analytic calculation of group velocity [Jeffreys, 
1961]. 
Energy radiation and energy partition of sur-
face waves are important to our understanding 
of properties of the seismic source such as mag-
nitude, mechanism, and depth. Even more fun-
damental is the question of energy balance of 
the earth. It has never been possible to measure 
all of the energy radiated in all directions at all 
frequencies from a single earthquake, much less 
the total annual tectonic energy release. It will 
never be possible, of course, to account for all 
the energy radiated by an earthquake, but the 
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present methods of estimating energy from the 
magnitude are clearly unsatisfactory. 
In this paper we compute the partition of en-
ergy among various surface wave modes for 
horizontal and vertical point sources at various 
depths in realistic earth models. Basic to this 
task is the excitation theory of Harkrider 
[1964]. 
In addition to explaining the presence or ab-
sence of individual modes and their relative en-
ergies, the theoretical results allow us to esti-
mate the energy in frequency bands and modes 
that are not accessible for direct measurement. 
The partition functions and observed surface 
amplitudes can then be used in calculating the 
minimum seismic energy associated with an 
earthquake. Magnitudes and magnitude scales 
will have to be consistent with this observed 
minimum energy. Also, the strain energy re-
lease of a proposed source mechanism must be 
able to account for the observed seismic energy 
release. 
In this paper we give expressions for the sur-
face wave spectral energy density for various 
source depths and orientations and obtain the 
short- and long-period asymptotes. Relations 
are also given for obtaining the necessary me-
dium response functions in terms of normalized 
energy integrals. These expressions are then 
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evaluated and tabulated for a continental and 
an oceanic earth model. 
The energy integrals given in this paper are 
useful in calculating a great variety of impor-
tant seismic parameters, such as: 
(a) Accurate values of the group velocity 
and the variation of relative excitation with 
frequency and mode. 
(b) The effect of any parameter in any layer 
on the phase velocity [A.nderson, 1964]. 
(c) The attenuation of surface waves, given 
the variation of anelasticity with depth [Ander-
son and Archambeait, 1964; Anderson et al., 
1965]. 
(d) The inverse of the two preceding prob-
lems. 
( e) The energy for individual modes of sur-
face waves from the observed or known spec-
trum of an identifiable mode. 
(f) The energy partition as a function of 
depth of surface wave modes for seismic sources 
at the surface and at depth. 
Symbols. 
TR, TL, Rayleigh and Love kinetic energy 
density integrals, normalized to surface dis-
placements. 
VR, VL, Rayleigh and Love potential energy 
density integrals, normalized to surface dis-
placements. 
w, angular frequency. 
kR, kL, Rayleigh and Love angular wave numbers. 
z, vertical or depth coordinate. 
I 0R, I 1R, I 2R, I ,R, depth integrations defined 
by (3). 
I 0 L, J1L, l2L, depth integrations defined by (4). 
Q, W, normalized horizontal and vertical Ray-
leigh displacements. 
V, normalized Love displacements. 
u*(z)/wo, v(z)/vo, w(z)/wo, Haskell's plane wave 
particle velocity (or displacement) ratios at 
depth z. 
uR*(z), Haskell's plane wave normal stress factor 
at depth z. 
rR(z), TL*(z), Haskell's Rayleigh and Love 
tangential stress factors at depth z. 
d;, thickness of layer j. 
a;, compressional velocity of layer j. 
{3;, shear velocity of layer j. 
p;, density of layer j. 
µ;, rigidity of layer j. 
X;, Lame's constant of layer j. 
CR, CL, Rayleigh and Love phase velocities. 
UR, U Li Rayleigh and Love group velocities. 
flR, AL, Rayleigh and Love medium response 
· functions. 
µp, pp, {3p, composite plate rigidity, density, and 
velocity defined by (14). 
V R;, Rayleigh velocity of layer j. 
'Y;, layer j coefficient defined by (16). 
]i}R, EL, Rayleigh and Love spectrum energy 
densities per unit propagation path. 
r, epicenter distance. 
e, azimuth angle. 
h, source depth. 
[Wo,(r, 8, h)]R, Vertical spectra] Surface displace-
ment for Rayleigh waves. 
[vo(r, e, hh, horizontal spectral surface displace-
ment for Love waves. 
(L), spectral source strength. 
RvR, EvL, Rayleigh and Love spectrum energy 
densities per unit propagation path for a 
vertical force. 
EHR, EHL, Rayleigh and Love spectrum energy 
densities per unit propagation path for 
horizontal force. 
FUNDAMENTAL FORMULAS 
The basic integrals for kinetic and potential 
energy density, normalized to the surface dis-
placement, are given by 
2VR = kR 2 l1R + 2kRI2R + l3R 
for Rayleigh waves and 
2TL =. w2 l 0 L 
2VL = kL 2I/ + I/ 
for Love waves, with 
100 { dW dQ} "AQ- - µW-- dz o dz dz 
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(4) 
!Jeffreys, 1961]. The normalized displacements 
:md displacement derivatives in the integrands 
of {3) and (4) can be expressed in terms of 
the Thomson-Haskell layer vector elements 
[Haskell, 1953] : 
Q = u*(z)/wo 
TV = ib(z)/wo 
V = v(z)/vo 
(5) 
dV/dz = -(kL/,u)[rL*(z)CL/vo] (6) 
for a layered half-space composed of n elas-
1ic layers, where A; = p; (a/ - 2/3/) and 
= p1f3/. For computing purposes the rela-
tions between the vector elements, the phase 
Yelocities and and the Thomson-Haskell 
matrices can be found in Harkrider [1964]. 
The Thomson-Haskell matrix technique has 
been used in two ways to evaluate the energy 
integrals. Wu [1966] used the matrix method 
calculating values of the integrands at vari-
ous depths for the fundamental modes and then 
computed the kinetic energy in integrals of 
and (2) by numerical integration. Anderson 
[1964] used the matrix-calculated eigenfunc-
tions in an analytic evaluation of the Love wave 
integrals. Anderson's technique is used in this 
paper. 
The energy integrals can be used in calcu-
group velocity and the medium response 
without differentiation. Group velocity is de-
termined by equating the kinetic and potential 
energy expressions in (1) and (2) and then in-
voking Rayleigh's principle [Meissner, 1926; 
Jeffreys, 1934, 1961]. The resulting expressions 
for group velocity are 
Un = U1R + I2R/kn)/(CnloR) (7) 
UL = I//(CLioL) (8) 
This technique has been extended to group ve-
locity calculations for spherical earth models 
by Takeuchi et al. [1962, 1964] and Kovach 
and Anderson [1964]. 
A modification of this technique allows one 
to calculate the changes in Rayleigh and Love 
wave phase velocities resulting from changes in 
the physical properties of the wave guide [Jef-
freys, 1961; Anderson, 1964; Takeuchi et al., 
1964]. These perturbations can, in turn, be used 
for the calculation of the attenuation of sur-
face waves as a function of period for realistic 
anelastic earth models [Anderson and Archam-
1964; Anderson et al., 1965]. 
Integral relations similar to (7) and (8) can 
also be obtained for the medium response. Com-
paring the two-dimensional or line-source solu-
tions of Neigaus [Kellis-Borok and Yanovskaya, 
1962] with the three-dimensional or point-
source solutions of Harkrider [1964], we see 
that the medium response can be expressed as 
[2CRURioRrl (9) 
r2u1R + 12R/kR)r1 
AL= r2cLud/r 1 = r21/r 1 (10) 
It is interesting that in , (8), (9), and 
(10) we are able to express the group velocity 
and the medium response in terms of the nor-
malized energies which are used to calculate 
phase velocity perturbations [Anderson, 1964; 
Takeuchi et al., 1964]. These relations make it 
convenient to calculate partial derivatives, not 
only for phase velocity but for the complete 
spectral response of any reasonable structure 
due to a change of elastic parameter at depth. 
By using analytical expressions for the depth 
integrations, we were able to derive the short-
and long-period limits for the fundamental mode 
Rayleigh and Love wave energy integrals. For 
high frequencies, the asymptotic form of IoL is 
(11) 
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TABLE 1. Layer parameters for the oceanic and shield earth models. 
Ocean 
0 ALPHA BETA •tto HU lAMQA OEPTH 
" s.oo 1.5200 o. 1.0300 o. 2 .. 379712 2.50 0 
l.00 2.1000 i.oooo 2.1000 2.100000 s.061000 S.'::>O 1 
'J.00 6.'ttOO 3. 7000 3.0660 itl.973539 'i-2.029035 a.so 2 
9.00 a.uoo 406060 3.4000 12.uuoo 79.361530 l'::>.50 
s.oo a.1200 4 .. 6110 3.4000 72.288488 79.5qqq71t 22.so 
15.00 s.1200 lt.6100 3.4001) ?Z.257137 79.662676 n.so 
·20.;61f --a.oyoo·- .... s6oo 1.31oa 70.07't429 76.070675 so.oo 6 
20.00 1.9500 4.5600 3.3700 70.0741t29 TZ.841563 10.00 "{ 
20.00 1.1100 lt.4000 3.3700 65.243197 69.840218 90.00 8 
20.00 7.6800 4.3'.00 3.3300 62.122546 70.966294 110. 00 9 
20.00 7 .1110 4.3400 3.3300 62. 722546 75.959060 130.00 10 
zo.oo 1 .asoo -'t.3400 3.3300 62. 722546 79.757827 150.00 11 
.. 
20.00 ·a.1000 ---- -,..-4500 ·- -·)~3300 65.942324 86.596643 170.00 12 
20.00 8.1200 lt.4500 3.HOO 65.942324 87 .676895 190.00 13 
zo.oo 8.1200 4.4500 3.noo 65.942324 87.676895 210.00 14 
20.00 s.120~ 4.4500 3.3300 65.91t232:4 87 .676895 230.00 lS 
20.00 8.120(1 4.4500 J.3300 65.942324 87 .676895 250.00 16 
zo.oo 8.1200 4.4500 3.3500 66. 338373 88.203485 210.00 17 
z:-0.-00 --~ a:1200-· - ~-4~4-~"JO~f 3.3600 66.536399 88.466776 290.00 ,. 
20.00 a.1200 4.4500 3.3700 66. 734424 88.730070 310.00 19 
20.00 a.1200 lt.4500 3.3800 66.932448 88.993366 330.00 20 
20.00 8.2400 4.5000 3.3900 68.647499 92.877855 350.00 Zl 
10.00 8.3000 4.5300 3.4400 70.591894 95.797806 365.00 2Z 
20.00 8.3600 4.5600 3.5000 12. 777597 99.058397 3S-O.OO 
" -25.00 s-.-ffOO it. 7'150 J.6840 84. 702617 ll2.651014 402.50 24 
20.00 9.1'.iOO 5.0400 3.8800 98.558205 127.726883 425.00 
" 10.00 <).4300 s.2110 3.<)000 106.146643 134.513811 440.00 26 
20.00 9. 7600 5.4000 3.9200 ll'i.307198 144. 795391 455.00 21 
25.00 9. 7650 5.4000 3.9330 lH.686278 145.659540 477.50 28 
zs.oo 9.77':10 5.4000 3.9480 115.123677 146.986506 502.50 29 
25.00 -·- -·-· -· <i:rsoo · ----- 5,.-400-0·- -3.-%00 115.4H598 I0.820463 527 .. 50 30 
25.00 9. 7840 ~-4000 3.9880 116.290077 l4q.111n8 552.50 31 
.u.oo 9. 7880 5.4000 4.0220 117.281517 150.76-'l-'142 577.50 3Z 
zs.oo 9. 7920 5.4000 4.0560 118.272958 152.356596 602.,0 H 
25.00 9. 7960 5.4000 4.0900 ll9.2M398 153.954199 627.50 34 
25.00 9.8000 5.4000 't.1200 120.139196 155.406395 652.50 35 
zs ;oo· ----- --ur; fo yo:---·----·;~ t>oo-a--··--- 4".16-SO- - no:6H395 ·· '168.959763 677.50 36 
25.00 10.4880 5.8000 't.2120 141.691675 17<).928814 102.50 37 
25.00 10.8180 6.1000 4.2570 158.402966 181.387039 727.50 36 
25.00 11.1200 6.2000 't.3000 165.2'H996 201.129906 752.50 39 
25.00 11.n50 6.2050 4.4750 172.296558 210.254181 777.50 •o 
25.00 11.1500 6.2100 4.6330 178.667469 218.651192 802.50 41 
25~06 - .. n.u.--scr 6-~-uao 4. 7970' laS:.468921 ·- . 227 .042854 827.!JO 42 
25.00 11.1800 6.2300 4.9400 191 .. 735720 233.991001 852.50 ., 
25.00 11.2240 6.2500 4.9<ft25 193.06640lt 236.514317 877.50 44 
25.00 11.2670 6.2750 4.9450 194.712<ft63 238.319519 902.50 45 
25.00 11.3100 6.2970 4.9475 196.179302 240.506287 927.50 46 
25.00 ll.3500 6.3220 4.9500 191.8<ft003l 2-'11.991287 952 .. 50 41 
-2s-~oo .... 1r;1•rLo- -6·;11too- -- ·· 4.9511 "l 99-.036Sit9" 144.546944 977.50 48 
zs.oo llo4340 6.3600 4.953't 200.363043 246.863354 1002.50 49 
25.00 llo4760 6.3750 4.9550 201.374296 249.817837 1027.50 50 
25.00 ll .5180 6. 3900 4.9567 202. 392466 252. 792294 1052.50 51 
25.00 ll.5600 &.4050 4.9584 203.413521 255.781784 1077.50 52 





0 ALPHA SETA •HO •u LAMDA DEPTH 
" ro:oo- - .,--·~·t>;1crmr------r.s1too··-- · -2~5s-oo- - ·n~95>579 -30.974339 5.00 1 
6.50 6.1000 3.5400 2.5500 31.955579 30.97433'} 13.25 2 
s.oo 6.4000 3.1000 3.0800 42.165199 41.826400 19.00 3 
5.oo 6. 7000 1.noo 3.4200 52.553087 48.417622 24.00 
5.00 6. 7000 3.9ZOO 3.<ft200 52.553087 48 .. 417622 29.00 
3.50 6.7000 3.9200 3.4200 52.553087 <ft8.4l76l2 33 .. 25 6 
5.oo ·--8-.150-0 ---·it.·ts-oo·-- 3;4200. 11~163150- 12:.837444 31.50 . , 
20.00 8.1600 4.7500 3.4200 77.163750 73.3952-H 50.00 8 
20.00 8.2100 4.7500 3.4200 77.163750 76.194515 70.00 • 20.00 8.2600 <ft.7500 3.4200 77 .. 163750 79.010887 90.00 10 
20.00 a.3200 4. 7500 3.<ft200 77.163750 82.413103 110.00 11 
20.00 a.3000 4. 7000 3.4000 75.105998 84.013996 130.00 12 
20~00 - 8.21J40 ______ --·-4;510-0- - 1;4000 n.319757 ·· 90 .. 684305 lS0 .. 00 13 
20.00 8.2840 4.5400 3.<ftOOO 70.07'il<ft37 93.1649<ft6 170.00 14 
20.00 8.2840 4.5400 3.4100 70.285554 93.4389&1 190.00 15 
20.00 8.2840 4.5400 3.4200 70.491670 93. 712975 210.00 16 
20.00 8.2840 4.5400 3.4500 11.110018 94.535019 230.00 11 
20.00 8.2840 4.5400 3.4500 71.110018 94.535019 250.00 18 20 .. 00-·- -· if.""2'&4'0-·----·-434(Jlf-~- ·--'"l'.'lt-SOO·-·--
-·- n. noon·· 94-.5350liJ. - ""210~00 19 
20.00 80-2840 4.5400 3.4500 11.110018 94 .. 535019 290.00 20 
20.00 8.2840 4.5.r.OO 3.4500 71.110018 94.535019 3l0.00 Zl 
20.00 8.28-'IO 't.5400 3.4500 71.110018 94.515019 330.00 2Z 
20.00 8.3130 4.5400 3.4500 71.110018 96.195551 350.00 Z3 
10.00 8.5010 4.6430 3.4500 74.373197 100.926821 365.00 Z4 
zu;oo-- -· -T.7000 4.1500 T.liSUO-~fT.8ltOOR···- ·~- 105.449145 .. 380.00 
" 25.00 8. Hoo 't.7500 3 .. 6600 82.578750 114.421106 402.50 2• 
20.00 8. 7600 4. 7500 3.8800 87.542500 122.656883 425.00 21 
l0.00 9.0380 s.oooo 3.9000 91,,499·999 123.513225 440.00 28 
20.00 9.4890 5.2500 3.9200 108.044999 136 .. 871187 455.00 29 
25.00 9.5000 5.2530 3.9330 108.527235 l3J.8'M777 477 .. 50 30 25;-ncr------- -9~"5RO S.2510 ,;~4·ao·~ -· !UiJ;l07rir ----o~. Z9J95J · soz;so n· 
25.00 9.5260 5.2600 3,.9600 ~~::~::rz; H0.221516 527.50 " 25.00 9.5760 5.2850 3.9880 l-4Z.9l9Z50 552.50 
" 25.00 9.6300 S.3130 <ft.0220 113.532887 145.922029 577.50 34 
25 .. 00 9.6830 5.3400 4.0560 115.659271 148.973991 602.50 35 
25.oo 9. 7360 5.3670 <ft.0900 117.811175 152.067495 627.50 36 
=-· -·-ir;-nza--- -~lfOO---- ----i.-.--uoo-----nV"'.-6"9ttl:ii""- ---- ·· 1s-4.84"3l88 .. - -----652~-S-U-- -· 37 25 .. 00 10.0140 5,.5180 4.1650 126.817265 164.032475 677.50 38 
25.00 10.1800 5.6300 4.2120 133.507339 169 .. 484978 102.50 39 
25 .. 00 10.1900 5. 7460 4.2570 140.551306 160.927654 121.so 40 
25.00 10.4920 5.8500 4.3000 U7 .. l56741t 179.039375 752.50 41 
25.00 10.6770 5.9500 'i.4750 l58.<ft26184 193 .. 290142 771.50 42 
-z,.-o-a-. 10.8520 6.0440 -.11.l:iiBO ll:ii9.2ol;l~---zuT.~TZ'JUU"-" -·-·a-oz;su·-··· u-
2s.oo 11.0250 6.1400 4. 7970 180.844978 221.388382 827.50 44 
25.00 11.1800· 6.2300 4.9400 191. 735720 233.991001 852.50 ., 
25.00 11.2240 6.2500 lt.9425 193.066<ft0lt 236.51431 l 877.50 •• 25.00 llo2670 6.2750 4.9-'150 194. 7lZ<ft63 238.319519 902.50 47 
25.00 11.3100 6.2970 4,.9475 196.179302 2-'I0.506287 927.50 48 
·rr~i:ro· U.3500 ~;3220 •"'500" llJJ.840031 ----nt;99t21Jr··, ... , __ '115z-.-su- '"".\'1 
25.00 11.3920 6.3400 "--9517 199.036549 2"-4 .. 5469<ft't 977.50 50 
25 .. 00 11 • .\340 6.3600 4.9514 200.3630.\3 2U.863354 1002.50 51 
25.00 ll.4760 6.3750 lt.9550 201.374296 249.817837 1027.50 ,, 
25.00 11.5180 6.3900 <ft.9567 202.392466 252. 792294 1052.50 5} 
25.00 11.5600 6.4050 4.9S84 203.4US21 255. 781784 1077.50 ,. 
-rr.im--··-·- ((.l:iiOOO 6 • .ftltO ~-~~;.\V1.0?S- -------~ ·zn-.~2J"Sn- noz.so 55 
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Fig. 1. Shear velocity as a function of depth 
for oceanic, tectonic, and shield earth models 
[Anderson and Toksoz, 1966; Anderson 1966]. 
and from (10) 
(12) 
since C L-'7 UL _.,. /31 as ,w _.,. oo. For long pe-
riods of the fundamental Love mode, J0L can 
be expressed in the limit as 
where the subscript 1 designates the surface 
layer and n the nth layer or half-space. The 
new quantities are defined by 
Pv 
I: p;d; 
;~1 dp (14) 
n-1 
dp I: d; 
j=l 
and /3/ = f-\v/ Pv 
From (10) we obtain the long-period limit 
AL = W 2 dpµJf3n 2!f3v2 - 1)/(f3nµn) 2 
using the limits 
CL -7 UL -7 f3n as w -7 0 
(15) 
For Rayleigh waves the high-frequency and 
long-period asymptotes are 
and from (10) 
Aa -7 w(l - Va/ /a,2)112 /( 4p; Va/ D;) (17) 
since C 10 _.,. U 10 _.,. V 101 with the subscript j = 1 
for w _.,. oo and j = n for w _.,. 0. This short-
period expression is only valid for an all solid 
model; for oceanic models the limit is different 
and is not given here. 
Expressions 12, 15, and 17 are identical with 
the limits given by Harkrider [1966], which 
were obtained by taking the short- and long-
period limits of the residue evaluation of the 
solutions for buried sources. 
Since the kinetic and potential energy inte-
grals of (1) and (2) are equal for surface waves, 
we can write the spectral energy densities per 
unit propagation path as 
ER = 12 " w2 IoR l[w0(r, 0, h)]a[ 2 r dO 
EL={" w2I 0 L [!Vo(r, 0, h)lL[ 2 rdO 
(18) 
(19) 
Evaluating these expressions with the spectral 
solutions for buried sources in a multilayered 
medium [Harkrider, 1964; Ben-Menahem and 
Hark rider, 1964], we obtain at distances large 
in comparison with the wavelength 
EvL = 0 
for a vertical source at depth h and 
EHR= (w/2)(L)2CRA/I/[u*(h)/wo] 2 




for a horizontal source at the same depth with 
source strength (L). 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The numerical calculations presented in this 
paper are for two extreme models of the earth's 
mantle structure. The oceanic and shield models 
are given in Table 1 and Figure 1. These struc-
tures were derived by applying the universal 
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TABLE 2. Normalized Rayleigh and Love energy integrals 
ocean structure. 
105 for 
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dispersion of Anderson to the 
great-circle data of Toksoz and Anderson [1966]. 
Approximately 53 are used in each case 
to define the mantle structure. 
The effect of source for the 
For each model we tables 
figures the basic calcu-
lating the surface wave for the first 
three and the first four Love modes. 
oceamc 
source 
for a much 
models. 
but tables for including the 
be found m H arl.;rider [1966] 
wider range for both 
It. is advisable at this to mention some 
of the basic differences between the two struc-
tural models. The most difference 
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Fig. 2. Normalized Love and Rayleigh energy density integrals for the oceanic structure. 
1) occurs in the mantle 
zone between 100 and 400 km. The oceamc 
model has a shallower and more pronounced 
zone in addition to a thinner 
crustal w:lve if any differences be-
1ween models occur in the numerical we 
would expect them to be most apparent in the 
1 rapped Love waves and the higher-
mode Rayleigh waves. These are waves whose 
'ery existence on the presence of wave 
either at the surface or at and 
are thus more sensi1ive to the details of 
tkm the funcl:1mental Rayleigh 
wave. The two upper mantle dis-
r·ontinuities at near 400 and 700 km are 
features of recent conclusions 




limits (11 and 
energy in-
in Table 2 and Figure 2. Since 
the curves repre-
in (1) and (2). The 




at both the long and short 
fundamental Love wave, the 
that the energy den-
a constant value at 
to the 
From the lignres \Ye see t.lut the loug-period 
;1symptotic behavior of the energy is 
the range of the tabulated results. In 
on the basis of the 
rnspect that the 
Love and 
vu''""•~v, .. To 
trends of the 
and Loye fondamenta l modes for the 
shield model can be seen in 3. The rela-
and upper mantle wave 
occur at shorter for the oceanic model 
because of the thinner crust and shallower lmv-
models is greatest in 
cially the Love modes. 
contrast between 
the normalized energy densities of the funda-
mental Jlayleigh waves occnrs over t.he range 
of calcuhted periods. 
Energy curves obtained numerical inte-
can be found for additional earth 
models in Wu [1966]. 
To calculate the actual variation of energy 
we must operate on 
with the spectrum of 
obtained from a 
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TABLE 3. Normalized Rayleigh and Love energy integrals in units of 105 ergs/cm• for the 
shield structure. 
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To facilitate computation and comparison, we 
adopt as a standard spectrum that due to a 
surface point source. The spectral density of 
surface displacement due to a surface source is 
referred to as relative excitation in this paper. 
The relative excitations for Rayleigh and Love 
waves for the oceanic and shield models are 
given in Figures 4 and 5. 
As with the normalized energy integrals, there 
''»3273/f-
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1s little difference between the two models in 
the relative excitation of fundamental Rayleigh 
waves from 300 to 20 seconds. The major dif-
ferences occur in the trapped modes, especially 
the Love waves. The shift in amplitude toward 
the high frequencies in the oceanic relative to 
the shield model is presumably due to the 
thinner oceanic wave guide with the maximums 
for Love waves shifted approximately from 50 
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Fig. 3. Normalized Love and Rayleigh energy density integrals for the shield structure. 
20 seconds. Note the increasing importance 
the higher modes relative to the fundamental 
1node at intermediute periods. 
Physically, these curves are the response of 
medium to a surface source. Thus we 
would expect the amplitude of the trapped 
modes to become much smaller than the fundu-
mental Rayleigh mode at low and high frequen-
cies. This is reasonable because, at these limits, 
are approaching half-space conditions for 
which Love waves and higher modes do not exist. 
In Figure 6 we show the Rayleigh and Love 
w:we energy densities per unit propagation path 
surface sources at different orientations for 
oceanic und shield structures. In the figures, the 
single-subscripted dashed curves are Love modes, 
and the double-subscripted solid curves refer to 
modes. A vertical source, of course, 
does not generate Love waves. 
In all cases the energy of the higher-mode 
]fayleigh waves is at least an order of magnitude 
than that contained in the fundamental 
mode. This is in direct contrast to the 
1wrmalized energies (Figures 2 and 3) where the 
was true. Also, the energy in higher 
rn.odes drops at both the long and short periods 
in all modes, at the long periods. The en-
contained in the fundamental Love and 
modes are roughly comparable for a 
l1orizontal surface source, and the higher Love 
modes arc much more energetic tlrnn the corre-
sponding Rayleigh modes. 
The importance of the short-period surface 
waves in any estimate of total surface wave en-
ergy is obvious from these figures. From (20), 
( 22) , and ( 23) we see that at long periods the 
fundamental Rayleigh mode is of the order of 
w" und the fundamental Love mode is of the 
order w3 • The greater energy in the trapped 
modes of the oceanic model relative to the 
shield model for a surface source reflects the 
relative nearness to the surface of the oceanic 
wave guides. As noted earlier for other spectral 
quantities, the energies for the fundamental 
Rayleigh mode are remarkably similar for the 
two models. 
For a horizontal surface force, the energy 
density of the fundamental Rayleigh mode de-
creases by a factor of about 4. This can be seen 
quantitatively by comparing (20) with (22), 
since the sqmue of surface ellipticity for funda-
mental Rayleigh waves is about 0.5 for a wide 
range of periods. 
An assumption of equipartition of energy den-
sity between all surface wave modes is obviously 
not valid even for estimation purposes. On the 
other hand, there is to some degree an equipar-
tition of energy density between the funcb-
mental Rayleigh and fundamental Love modes 
for a horizontal surface source. This is true for 
both models. Also, as noted above, the higher 
LoYe modes contain more energy than the 
higher Rayleigh modes. 
For certain frequencies 1 he energy densities 















Fig. 4. Relative spectral excitation for the ocearnc structure m units of 10-12.0 cm'12/dyne. 
of higher-mode Rayleigh waves arc 
mately equal, and similarly for the higher-mode 
Love waves. Thus, in these 
rough equipartition of energy 
tained for the higher modes of 
Love waves. For the oceanic model the 
tition includes the fundamental Love wave with 
its higher modes. 
The effect of source on the iir8t three 
Rayleigh modes for a vertical force in an oceanic 
model is illustrated in Figure 7. The figure 
the top left is for the surface source in 
Figure 6 and is used as a reference. At the top 
A 
-L~: ______ J 
0 




energy density per 
for the fundamental mode 
the depth decreases the 
energy in the fundamental mode. 
focus at 50 km, which is the top of 
zone, c::m generate Rayleigh 
more energy for certain fre-
a surface source. The higher 
modes all have critical at which they are 
exciterl most efficiently and also periods at 
which are not excited at all. For a given 
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source orientation these zeros are diagnostic of 
source depth. Note the shift of the zeros with 
frequency for increasing source depth. The suc-
cessively deeper sources have zeros at succes-
sively longer periods. A source at 250 km, which 
is in the low-velocity channel, is a very efficient 
generator of higher-mode waves. 
Figure 8 shows the Rayleigh waYe energy den-
sities for horizontal forces at YDrious depths. 
The important difference, for vertical and hori-
zontal forces, is the shift in the location of the 
energy zeros. The zero locations for the two 
forces are governed by the nodes of horizontal 
displacements for horizontal forces and the 
nodes of the vertical dispbcements for vertical 
forces. The most efficient level for the genera-
tion of the fundamental mode for periods greater 
than 20 seconds is at the surface. A source in 
the channel generates less higher-mode energy 
rhan sources at other depths only for periods 
which involve a vertical displacement node in 
the channel. This again illustrates the channel 
wave characteristic of higher modes. 
Even though a source in the channel is espe-
cially efficient in the generation of higher modes, 
should be emphasized that this does not neces-
mean high surface amplitudes. Most of 
the energy is in the channel. On the other hand, 
Pmall surface amplitudes of the higher modes 
do not mean low total energies. One cannot neg-
lect the energy content of higher modes simply 
because they have low surface amplitudes. 
The corresponding Love wave energy den-
,:ities are dispfayed in Figure 9. As before, the 
holes in the energy spectrum of the higher modes 
diagnostic of source depth. 
CoNcLusroxs 
The tables given in this paper make it pos-
sible to convert an observed surface wave ampli-
'ude at a given period to the total energy in the 
wave at that period, or to convert an observed 
amplitude spectrum over a certain frequency 
hand to the total energy contained in that band. 
figures given here and the tables in Hark-
[1966] make it possible to estimate the 
;Jartitioning of energy among the various surface 
modes. The use of spectrums and nodnl 
ratios to recover source depth and 
urientation is discussed further in Harkrider 
:1966]. 
To estimate the energy in a frequency band 
from a seismic source, the data from several 
stations are needed to define the radiation pat-
tern and source charncteristics, which in turn 
are required for the surface integration. The 
experimental frequency band should be as wide 
as possible Dnd, in particular, should include :1s 
much information as possible from the short-
period arrivals. The curyes presented here in 
conjunction with the asymptotic limits can be 
used in estimating the energy outside the meas-
ured band. The energy content of modes not 
directly analyzed can also be estimated if 
enough properties of the source are known. The 
experimental amplitude spectrums should, of 
course, be corrected for propagation effects such 
:1s spreading and attenuation. 
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